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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Angelo Osorio has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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bembón
Person with excessively thick lips and even has a prominent jaw. Bembón might be trompòn sinònimo

caranga
Caranga ( stool ) and therefore in some parts of Colombia has a derogatory meaning, referring to a person totally
negligible and ruin.

cobijarte
shelter you is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Shelter you or acobijar you" being its meaning:<br>Shelter
you or acobijar you in Colombia and in several South American countries means to completely cover the body with a
blanket or blanket. So it means that it is protected by a rule or law that is general and should therefore also be applied to
all people.

cumbanbon
Person with a prominent or large jaw.

cumita
Cumita in some countries of South America is a person of low social class and ill repute, as well as aggressive, violent
or vulgar.

escaquear
Copout means go unnoticed by not wanting to do something or evading a task or responsibility without which no one is
aware of this with full awareness of this Act.

hetaira
Prostitute, Greek or courtesan, who could possess a high cultural level.

katzar
Katzar is a Hebrew word meaning festival, show or something that represents joy as in the case of the expression
"Teatron Ha katzar "  (Festival Teatro Breve )

parcero
Friend, companion of a lifetime or that you can count with the at any time.

sacar el pecho
Remove chest or take chest is an expression which denotes pride, whether by a goal or achievement on a personal
level or someone very close to one, which indicates a value and immeasurable joy that feels like the heart and the soul
agrandaran the chest because of the emotion of that moment.

trompón
Person with an exaggeratedly large mouth and makes allusion to the Horn or snout of animals, as this stands out from
all the other.



tumbaga
Widely used by the Colombian indigenous alloy of gold and bronze for his handmade articles, which tricked many
conquistadors by its close resemblance to the precious metal.

yerbatero
In Colombia, person with some knowledge of the properties of the plants and that is dedicated to sell these for the
purpose of cure, healing or damage including is told herbalist as a derogatory way to a very bad doctor in his career.


